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ABSTRACT
The polaris Suhmariae Weapons System is presently employing two
crews per submarine, working in shifts in order to maximize the time
on station for each submarine* The cost of this personnel policy as
compared to the cost of using other alternatives is of current interest
The purpose of this thesis is to present a technique for making this
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PREFACE
The Introduction describes the problem studied in this paper and
the nature of the results obtained* The major factors and essentail
elements of the problem are also briefly discussed
Chapter I provides a description of the operation of the Polaris
submarines in terms of two sets of operational cycles 9 one set describ~
ing the boat operation and one set describing the personnel system
These cycles consist of patrol, maintenance , leave 3 training 9 and yard
work phases.
Chapter II of this paper presents the analytical model for making
the comparison between alternative personnel policies , The method of
determining the number of submarines and personnel required to keep one
boat on station continuously for a period of years is developed first
,
Then the cost equations giving the boat costs and personnel expenses
per boat on station are given. Finally, the relationship between the
crew equations and the boat equations is shown in order to develope
the criterion for selecting upkeep base location.
In Chapter III, the alternative personnel policies are discussed,
and the procedures for using the analysis of this paper are described.
Four examples are provided for illustration.
Chapter IV presents the Conclusion and Recommendations
The author wishes to acknowledge the help of his advisor9 Pro~
fessor T, E, Oberbeck, who kept him from going astray at several crucial
points, and Associate Professor J, H, Gandelman, who provided a great
deal of advice and assistance.

INTRODUCTION
The Polaris Submarine Weapon System operation presently employs
two crews per submarine in order to maximize the amount of time each
submarine can be on station. This thesis presents a method of com=
paring alternatives to the present dual crew policy by comparing the
numbers of personnel and submarines required and the costs associated
with each policy.
The factors which bear most heavily on this problem ares
The number of crews per boat
The sea duty-shore duty rotation plan
The personnel attrition rate
The cost of training
The annual cost of the pay and administration
of the personnel
The initial cost of the submarines and equipment
The annual cost of operation and maintenance
The number of submarines required to keep one
on station
o
It is assumed that the average expenses associated with each crew
and the cost of a submarine can be determined from budgetary data and
personnel statistics The cost of the boat with its equipment and the
expenses associated with the personnel will be considered separately
A submarine is considered to be capable of spending a fraction of
its "life" on patrol while the remaining part is spent in maintenance^
either in the shipyard or tender upkeep base The fraction ©f time a
boat can spend on station determines the number of boats required to
patrol one station continuously „ Likewise 9 the personnel are capable
of spending only a fraction of their careers on station; thus P it will
take a certain number of personnel, more than one crew, to keep a boat
on station.
The personnel are subject to attrition „ Because of attrition^ new
personnel must be trained each year to keep the crews up to full

complement c It is training this input of personnel that makes up a
significant portion of the overall crew costs Thus the rate of loss
of personnel from the Polaris system is an important factor o The d@°
termination of this factor is complicated by the unpredicatability of
the personnel reaction to each alternative personnel policy. It will be
possible to estimate, at least qualitatively , the effect on the attrition
rate that various alternatives may bring about a With this problem in
mind, the results are expressed as functions of the attrition ratec
For each alternative personnel policy p the results can be used to
determine such quantities as:
The number of stations which can be patrolled with a
given number of submarines
The number of personnel which must be trained over a
period of years
The personnel training costs and other personnel ex-
penses per station patrolled
The boat, missle, and equipment costs per station
patrolled
The conclusions that are reached are in the form of equations be-
cause the actual figures to be compared by this model have not yet been





The Polaris Weapon System operation can be characterized by several
operational cycles <> In this section, each of these cycles is described
in terms of a certain sequence of events From the cycles , it will be
observed that the personnel and submarines spend only certain fractions
of their "careers" on station, ready to fire These fractions are im-
portant; therefore, they are given definitions and symbols to represent
them.
The fundamental cycle is the BOAT PATROL CYCLE It consists of an
UPKEEP period and a PATROL period and is illustrated in Figure lo The
UPKEEP period will usually take place at an advanced tender upkeep base,
but may take place at the home port of the submarine or elsewhere within
the Continental United States, The PATROL will consist of a transit to
station, the on-3tation period, and the transit back to the base 3 The
fraction of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE spent on patrol is an important
variable; therefore, we define this fraction ass
(1) \ s (Length of Patrol




— about 90 days —-—
-
1
FIGURE 1, The BOAT PATROL CYCLE
The CREW PATROL CYCLE is similar to the BOAT PATROL CYCLE except
that it must be modified to accomodate the use of multiple crews The
CREW PATROL CYCLE consists of an UPKEEP period, a PATROL period, and In

the case of multiple crews, a HOME PORT LEAVE AND TRAINING period as
shown in Figure 2. The GREW PATROL CYCLES and the BOAT PATROL CYCLES
must be fitted together to provide a smooth working plan in which ea©h
crew in turn takes the boat through a complete BOAT PATROL CYCLE
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UPKEEP PATROL UPKEEP PATROL UPKEEP PATROL









HOME PORT 1 LEAVE & TRAINING UPKEEP PATROL
CREW PATROL CYCLE
FIGURE 2. The relationships between the BOAT PATROL CYCLES
and the CREW PATROL CYCLES

In the present situation and in many of the alternative personnel
policies , one or more crews will be used to operate each deployed boat;
therefore, it will be convenient to define
(2) a = the number of deployed crews per
deployed boato 1
Notice that
a x (Length of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE) =
(Length of the CREW PATROL CYCLE)
„
We have previously defined a variable (\) which indicates the
fraction of time which the boats spend on patrol For the crews , we are
interested in the fraction of time they are away from their home porta
There are two important cases <> The UPKEEP periods may all take place in
the advanced base, cr they may all take place in the home porta In a
third case, which is developed in detail in Section A of Chapter II P
there may be a plan to schedule some upkeep in home port and some in the
advanced base.
(3) *c = the fraction of the CREW PATROL CYCLE that
the crew is away from
1
The terms "DEPLOYMENT" and •'DEPLOYED" are used in
this paper in a special sense „ Boats on "Deploy-
ment" and Crews on "Deployment" are those boats
and crewE which are actively engaged in the
business of keeping Polaris missies on station^
which in this paper will include the upkeep




In the case when the UPKEEP is in the .advanced base
*c
= I^enffth of Patrol, and Upkeep
Length of CREW PATRCL CYCLE
and
* = Length of BOAT PATRCL CYCLE - 1
c
Length of CREW PATROL CYCLE " a
For the case when the UPKEEP takes place in the hose ports,
t
c
= Length of Patrol
Length of CREW PATROL CYCLE
- Length of Patrol . ^b_
"
a • (Length"^FbIjAT^PATROL. CYCLE)™ a°
Therefore, we write
/, x t : [ 1/a if all UPKEEP takes place in
* ' ' advanced base
^/a if all UPKEEP takes place in home
porta
In considering the extent to which the boat is deployed over a
long period of time, it is convenient to define the LONG RANGE OPERA-
TIONAL CYCLE, which shall consist of a BOAT DEPLOYMENT phase and a
YARD OVERHAUL* The BOAT DEPLOYMENT phase shall consist of a number of
BOAT PATROL CYCLES as shown in Figure 3o The YARD OVERHAUL phase shall
consist of the entire period between deployments which includes the
preparation for the yard work, the yard period itself, and the post
yard shakedown and training period*
LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE
BOAT DEPLOYMENT YARD OVERHAUL
BOAT PATROL CYCLES
FIGURE 3. The LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE
of the FBM Submarine.

Consider;- tion if Figure 3 leads us bo define
(4) Tb = fraction of the LCHG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE spent
in the DEPLOYMENT phase,
Then,
Tb s Length of nCAT_DgFLf-'-
Length of~LQNG RANGE OFEJR l'j OLE
= P x Length of BOAT PATHOL G gCLjE
Length of LCKG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE
To determine the number of sub: one submarine
on station at all times , we must determine tho amount of time needed
for upkeep and yard maintenance during the submarine's lifetime,- The
larger tho portion of the submariners life spent in the shipyard and in
maintenance^ the more submarines we need to keep one on station at all
times.
For the crews we have a similar situation^ In addition to assign-
ment to a deployed SSBN, each submariner expects and requires a certain
amount of his career to be spent in other types of Navy activity* H©re
s
tooj we shall need more than one man for each billet to fill continuously
the crews of the deployed submarine. We are also faced with the fact
that crewmen become more senior in years and experience and must be
shifted from billet to billet to take advantage of their capabilities
to handle more responsible positions as time goes one At some point in
time, every man trained and put into the FBM program will either reach
retirement age or leave at some earlier time,.
The assignment to a deployed crew will not be permanent^, therefore
it is necessary to consider an overall career rotation plane Let us
define an SSBN PERSONNEL CAREER CYCLE which consists of the SSBN ASSIGN-
KENT phase and the ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENT phase. Figure A illustrates

this cycle and figure 5 illustrates all of the cycles
SSBN PERSONNEL CAREER CYCLE
SSBN ASSIGNMENT ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENT
i _ - . - several years ------- 1
FIGURE 4 THE SSBN PERSONNEL CAREER CYCLE
Every man trained for duty in FMB submarines who remains qualifled will
be in the FERSGNNEL CAREER CYCLE . During the SSBN ASSIGNMENT phase each
FBM submariner will be assigned to one of the crews of the deployed sub=
marines o During the ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENT phase , the FBM submariner will
be assigned to other billets in the FBM program or to other locations in
the Navy For convenience , we shall consider those personnel assigned
to SSBN located in the yard as being in the ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENT phase c
It is only when a man retires , or leaves the SSBN program permanently,
that he will be counted as "lost by attrition "
The more detailed model of the CAREER CYCLE shows the deployed crews
and the non deployed crews The deployed crews are the ones which take
turns taking the submarine through the BOAT PATROL CYCLE and thus they
rotate through the CREW PATROL CYCLE* The non deployed or "pseud© crews%
as they will be called here, are the ones to which the personnel in the
ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENT phase are conceptually assigned c These pseud©
crews do not rotate , but the personnel assigned to them do rotate to the
deployed crews and back to the pseudo crews o Figure 6 displays this
model graphically, with the training input and attrition also shown
To assist in accounting for the numbers of those crews , we define
for any given personnel policy,
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FIGURE 6. THE SSBN PERSONNEL SYSTEM
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(6) Aaa + a'w the total number of crews in the
CAREER CYCLE per deployed boat
The fraction of his career that each man spends assigned to an
FBM submarine will determine the number of men in the CAREER CYCLE
needed for each billet in a deployed crew* Thus we are led to define
Tc as follows:
Tc = the fraction of the CAREER CYCLE an
FBM submariner is assigned to a
(7) deployed SSBN
Tc = Length of SSBN ASSIGNMENT
Length of SSBN PERSONNEL CAREER CYCLE
The LONG RANGE OPERATION CYCLE and the SSBN PERSONNEL CYCLE need
not be as carefully fitted together as the CRSW PATROL CYCLE and the
BOAT PATROL CYCLES, because the individual personnel assigned to a par*
ticular boat may be assigned or reassigned without interfering with
Boat cycles o For example ? if a boat is to go to the yard* some of
personnel will be sent to other SSBN. These people are still, in
SSBN ASSIGNMENT phase, The remaining are pex^sonnel going to ALTERNATE
ASSIGNMENTS <, When the boat returns to the Deployment Phase 9 the crews
are filled with personnel from ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENTS or from other SSBN
Thus the movement of personnel between the SSBN ASSIGNMENT phase and the
ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENT phase is not directly tied to the movement of the
submarines between the phases of the LONG RANGE OPERATION CYCLE
It is envisioned that until the FBM weapons system begins to be
replaced by the next generation of deterrent forces that these basic
cycles will characterize its operation o It is to be expected that the
length of the cycles and the relative length of the phases within the
cycles may change from time to time ? or may be fitted together into various
long range patterns . These considerations will be kept in mind throughout
11

tha development of tha model c We will not, however » anticipate a sudden
change In the role of the FBM system in the defense of the nation. Thus,,
the operational coamitraente of each submarine may be planned to satis-
factory precision for a long as ten years
„
The operation has now been described in terms of four cycles „ The
fractions of each cycle spent in each phase have been defined and symbols
have been defined to represent the number of crews in each cycle per de-
ployed boat* In the next chapter, these concepts are used to formulate





In Chapter II we will develop the analytical method of comparing
the various alternatives. First, we shall find the number of submarines
needed to keep one on station, Nextj, the total input of personnel to the
system over a period of years will be determined, and finally , the equa-
tions for the total costs over the same period of years for both the sub-
marines and the personnel will be derived
1. The Number of Boats Per Station.
We are interested in the number of submarines in the LCNG RANGE
OPERATIONAL CYCLE per boat on station. To do this s we fir3t determine
the number of deployed submarines per boat on station
„
Part of each PATROL must be used in transit to and from station.
Therefore, the fraction of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE spent on station^ tb,
is related to ^s by a factor which shall be defined as
(8) r z Length of time on station
Length of time on patrol ;.
thus r = tg/tb .
Then we can write
(9) ts z If Co
We shall call r the onstation factor*,
The number of deployed boats per station is now easily computed.
Let








Consideration of the fraction of the LCNG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE which
a b- deployed leads to the nunber of submarines per station,,
Let
(Ij) N8 se the number of subar-rines in the LONG
RANG*; OPERATIONAL CYCLE per boat on
station;
then N = ns
Tb
The number cs submarines, Ns , leads to the determination of the
number of stations which can be patrolled with a given number of boats a
The values of ns find Ns will provide inputs to the cost equations to be
analyzed in ..action 3« However, before turning to the east considera-
tions the personnel requirements ever a period of time will be developed
next .
2* The Long Range Personnel Requirements.
In this section, we will determine the number of personnel which
will be required to maintain the personnel system at the desired level
of training and numbers of crews over s. long period of time.
The submarine is built and then can be expected to operate satis-
factorily with the usual yard maintenar.ee for a long period of time 3 Cn
the other hand, personnel are subject to turnover « This turnover is a
significant fraction of a crew each yearc In addition to attrition^
other members of the crew must be moved from billet to billet,
To provide and maintain the necessary crews to operate; the sub-
marine y it is necessary to first- train the initial A craws per deployed
boat and then replace the personnel lost due to attritions To express




(12) ft z the fraction of the personnel in
the CAREER CYCLE lost, by attrition
each year
and
Iv z total number of personnel input per
deployed submarine over 1 years
measured in crews
j
then the desired result is
(13) Ib = A + X'A'R = A(l + Y°R)
To count personnel per station rather than per deployed boat s we simply
multiply Ifc by ns , the number of deployed boats per station. Therefor©
the total personnel input per station is expressed as
Is s the total number of personnel input per




(U) Is = Vns
3. The Cost Equations,
Although SSBN submarines are expensive, the crews cost money tco
Of course, the crews are not purchased as equipment is but it does take
money to recruit, train, pay and administrate the personnel required to
man these SSBN crews . The term "crew cost" will be used to denote these
expenses
«
The total cost of the personnel over a long period of tia'e consists
of three factors . The first is the cost of training the initial inj
15

of A crews per deployed boat* ^ The next factor- is the cost of paying
and feeding ih^e crews .^ Finally, wo must include the cost of training
the replacements which are required because of the attrition » Then for
the total personnel cost to provide and maintain A crews per deployed boat
over i years, B^, we must account for the initial training cost 8 the cost
of replacing annual attrition, and the annual personnel expenses for pajj,
food, and administrative costs
»
Let
(1$) Dfc z the total personnel cost per
deplcysd boat over ¥ years
» If
Dh - k'S»A-f- X-k-S-A'R + X'S' (A-h(A-a))
Similarly, the total personnel cost per boat on station over Y years -
follows simply.
Let *
(16) D£ = the total personnel cost per
boat on station over 1 years
Ds = Db *ns
To put the cost equation in symbols , we define
(17) S - the annual cost of paying, feeding^
transporting^ and providing for the
general welfare of the crew including
the on-the-job and between-patrol
training the crew receives,
A ft*S = the initial training cost of a crew
h°S a the amount saved per year by a crew in
alternate' assignment (pauedo crew);
^-Recall that A a fa" and defined in equation (6)
^The annual personnel costs will be modified to
account for the fact that personnel in alternate
assignments should not be included in the personnel





A is the total number srews deployed
and psuedo crews per deployed boatp
a is the number of deployed crews
assigned per deployed boats,
R is the fraction of the personnel of
the a crew lost to attrition each
year,
ns is the number of deployed boats per
boat on station
„
We will now devise cost equations similar to equations (15) and
for the cost of the submarines themselves for a period of Y years We
begin by defining these symbols for the boat costs which do not include
crew costs,
(18) K = the initial cost of the boat, missies
and equipment,
M = the annual cost of maintaining and
operating a boatc,
Included in the annual maintenance and operating cost is the cost of
yard and tender repairs and other costs which are functions of the number
of submarines which we have c
Thus the boat cost of one boat for I years is
(19) B = K + Y»M.
Because a boat will not be deployed at all times 9 we would like to
know the boat cost in terms of its deployed time, hence we will define
B^, the boat cost per deployed boat over a period of Y years o Then
(20) Bd - B (Tb^l)
Tb
Similarly, for the boat costs per boat on station for a period of Y years
we have
(21) Bs = B«NS
17

With the aid of these equations which are summarised in Table 1 9
we are equipped to do a cost canparJson of alternative personnel policies.,
4, Tho Choice and Effect of Upkeep Base Location,
The advanced base location enhances the fraction of time on station
by decreasing the transit tirae. The use of the advanced base requires
the crew to be away from home during both the PATROL and the UPKEEP period
Cn© may consider using the home port for upkeep to allow the crews to be
home more between patrols. The question which then arrises is how much
on station time is lost due to the longer transit and what is the re-
sulting effect on the overall costs and personnel requirements =>
In equation (9), we expressed the fraction of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE
spent on station as
t
s = Vr
wher® r is the on station factor. To evaluate ts as a function of the
variables, tc and a, associated with the personnel policy , we will de-
velop© an expression for ts as a function of a and tc for a particular
house port, advanced base and operation area
First let





r^ when the upkeep takes place in
the home pert*
tfc°r£ when the upkeep takes place in
the advanced base
^b"rh when the upkeep takes place in
the home porto
Recall the discussion that led to equation (3a) „ When the upkeep
takes place in an advanced base each crew is with the boat and £»*« away
from home, for an entire BOAT PATROL CYCLE . Then the division of the
18

BOAT PATROL CYCLE is not influenced by tc or a c
Therefore when the upkeep takes place in an advanced base,, tfc is
independent of a and tc , In this case the value of ty may be chosen as
large as possible consistent with the maintenance requirements of the
boat. Let this value of t^ be called tK^ « When the upkeep takes place
in the home port, we can substitute a°tc f©* t^c
Thus
(22) ( ty^j-gjj.ra if the upkeep takes place
in an advanced base
ts =
a^tcTh if the upkeep takes place in
the home porto
A detailed analysis of the dependence of ts on tb s ^bmax* a » ^e»
ra» rh anc* the choice between advanced base or home port upkeep is
developed in the Appendix. Briefly the results arei
(23) if a«tc 1 then the upkeep should be in
an advanced base?
if a«tc L Eh then the upkeep should be in
^a the home port?
if «Ji <. a«tc <1 then the upkeep locations
a should be a combination




(24) ts = ( ^ => ra ** ^k® upkeep it to take
place in an advanced base
a
**c*rh ** ^e upkeep is to take
place in the home porto
t
s
if a combination of home
port and advanced based
upkeep locations is in«
dicatedo See the Appendix c
Thus it is possible to determine for each value of a and tc in a
given geographical situation, which upkeep location should be used and




APPLICATION OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL
In the first section of this chapter » the various aiternati
personnel policies are discussed , and the procedure for applying this
model to their analysis is summarized o The second section offers four
examples. In the third section* possible refinements to this model are
discussed
o
1« The Alternatives e
We now turn our attention to the alternatives which this thesis
proposes to compare using the analytic model of Chapter II
To simplify the procedure of comparing personnel policies and the
resulting operational scheme, it will be convenient to list precisely
the characteristics of an SSBN personnel policy The symbols for these
characteristics have been defined in Chapters I and II Therefore a
personnel policy is characterized by?
(a) The number of deployed crews per deployed boat 5 a
(b) The career rotation in terms of years of SSBN sea
duty for each year of shore duty or other sea duty„
The PERSONNEL CAREER CYCLE characterizes this
rotation
•
(c) The fraction of the CREW PATROL CYCLE that each crew
is away from home* tc >
It must be recognized that such a policy will act be devised without con-
sideration of the operation of the submarine. In fact, it is the
intercalation between the personnel system and the submarine system
operational that we seek to study in order to find the operational scheme
which is optimised with respect to both personnel and equipmento
As a result of specifying the personnel policy as indicated above
,
certain of the characteristics of the boat operation are determined s
20

For instance,, the fraction of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE spent on station, tg,
is determiner) from equations {23) and (24) 9 while others must be specified
because they are independent of the PERSONNEL POLICY
.
The cost parameters which are inputs to the analysis must be de-
termined from budgetary data and personnel statistics o The attrition rate
is a function of the personnel policy because an attractive career will
retain more of the personnel » However, we will be able to estimate
qualitatively the attrition rate because of the unpredictability of
personnel reaction to an alternative personnel policy,.
Here is a step by step procedure for determining the personnel re-














Specify the PERSONNEL POLICY by specifying
A, a, and tr
Specify the independent boat parameters 9 T^ and tfc,-™, and
N (if applicable,)
Determine the location of the upkeep bases with respect
to the operation area in order to specify ra and rn o
Determine a feasible operation plan that has the
characteristics of (a), (b), and (c) above
„
Determine the use of the upkeep locations from equation
Determine the use of ts froa equation (24)
De tannine ns and Ns from equations (10) and (11)
Determine S, Sk, Sh s M, and K from budgetary and personnel
data<> Specify Y, the number of years considered
Estimate R or express the remaining equations as a function
of R.
Determine ID and Is from equations (13) and (14)
o
Determine D^ and D3 from equations (15) and (16)
„
Determine B, B^ and Bs from equations (19), (20), and (21)
21

Table I provides a summary of equations trhlch are to be used in the
analysis of an alternative personnel policy and suggests a format which
may be helpful:
In the devolopement of the analysis s wo have expressed the results
in two ways, as the costs or numbers of personnel required per boat on
station or per deployed boat Other measures of effectiveness which are
appropriate are total coast and capability of a fixed number of boats
,
boat costj, personnel costs, personnel required^, and number of stations
which can be patrolled by a fixed number of boats For this purpose $ let
N* be the number of boats in the LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE „ The
equations are easily derived from the variables already defined and they
are shown in table 2«
Equations (10) and (11) give the number of submarines for two
situations. It will be illustrative to observe the analogous factors for
the numbers of crews.
For this let
cs = the number of deployed crews per
boat on stations,
C3 = the number of crews in the CAREER CYCLE
per boat on station.,
then we just multiply A and a by the number of deployed boats per station
to get
(25) cs = &>n3
(26) Cs = A-ng
Table 2 gives a summary of the suggested measures of effectiveness,, which




EQUATIONS AND FORMAT FOR THE ANALYSIS
Specify the Personnel Policy with
(a) A a tc
Specify the independent boat parameters




Determine tha effect of the distances to the stations
(d) Work out operational complications i£-any, Ensure that
the cycle lengths ars feasible •
(e) Determine which upkeep base is to be used
if a tc - 1 then use the advanced base for upkeep
a tc * rn then use the home port for upkeep
-p^a»tc <^1 then use a combination of hone port and
a advanced base for upkeep in accordance
with the Appendix
(f ) Determine the fraction of the BOAT PATHOL CYCLE spent on station
tv °ra the advanced base is used for upkeep
t8 s a tc rb when th** home port is used for upkeep
ts when a combination of hone port and
advanced base is used for upkeep in
accordance with the Appendix
(g) Determine the number of deployed boats per boat on station






(h) Determine the nunbor of deployed crows* per boat on station
cs = a*ns
Determine the number of crews in the FEH3CNNEL CAREER CYCLE per
boat on station
Gs s A*ns





_™_=~~ M ---------- x
(i) Estimate the attrition rate Eo
(j) Do tannine the total personnel input per deployed boat for I years
ib - a(i + y»r)
Determine the totfi personnel input per boat on station for Y years
x
s = V*b
(k) Determine the total personnel costs per deployed boat for Y years
J^ z S 9k«Ib4Y-S'A +l
r(A - a)»h'S




(1) Determine the boat costs for Y years
B = KfI M
Determine the boat cost per deployed boat for Y years
EL, =1
Determine the boat cost per boat on station for Y years




SUGGESTED MEASURES CF EFFECTIVENESS
1, Total requirements for 1 Deployed Boat
i Z Total musiber 03 submarines in the
Tb LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE
1^ z Total nunber of personnel input
(measured in crews)
B, - Total cost of the submarinesd "
Db s Total cost of the personnel
2 9 Total requirements for 1 station patrolled continuously
N8 ; Total number of submarines in the
LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE
I_ - Total nuiaber of personnel (in crews)
Bg = Total boat cost
<r
// ^_,
Ds s Total crew costs
3 . Capability of a total of N* boats in the LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL
CYCLE
N* j T, r the number of boats deployed
Nf _ the number of stations patrolled
4* Total cost of N* boats over a period of Y years
N*»2BM a Total Boat Costs
N*«T^jDb - Total Personnel Costs




Alternative 1: Alternative 1 is approximately the present plan.
(a]> A = 3 a - 2 tc = i
(b] 1 Tb = 5/6 tW= ^ n* - u
(c;
- Pa = 1 h= '78
(a; 1 The present Op plan.
(•; 1 Upkeep in advanced base.
(f] 1 ta = 2/3
u; ns z 1.5 Ng = 1.8
(hj cs = 3 Cg = A.5
(U R = .3
(J) k = 3 h s 1 Y = 20 S, M, K unspecified
(kj Ib = 3(1 20R) = 21 Is : 31c5
Cl] Db = 100S
Ds = 150.
S
(J B = K 20M Bd = 1.2B
Bs = l.SB f
With 41 boats, we get 22.3 stations patrolled at a cost of 150 3 1.8B
per station
Alternative 2c If we operate with one deployed crew without encreaslng
the "workload" of the crew — we have this situations
(a) A * 1.5 a « 1 tc = i
(b) Tb = 5/6 tbmax = 2/3 N* = Ul I a 20 years
(c) ra = 1 h = -78
(d) The present plan modified as follows
(e) Upkeep in the home port
(f) ta = o39
(g) ns = 2,56 Ns = 3c08
26

(h) cs = 2.56 Cs = 3cS4
(i) R = 3
(j) k = 3 h = 1 S, M unspecified.,
(k) Ib = 1.5 (1 7) = 10,5 Is = 20,69
(1) Db = S»31o5 35S - 10S = 56.55
Ds a 133S
(m) B = K 20M, B<j = 1.2B, Bs = 3*083
41 boats will patrol 13.3 stations . It will take 70 boats to patrol
22,3 stations at a cost of 133S 3.08B per station
Alternatives 3(A) and 3(B)
(a) A s 1.5 a a 1 tc s 2/3
(b) Tb = 5/6 tbmax = 2/3 N* a 41
(c) ra - 1 n = .78
(d) no problems,
(e) upkeep at hoiaeport
(f) t8 = .515
(g) n3 = 1,94 Ns = 2.33
(h) cs = 1*94 C3 = 2.92




(j) R = .3
(k) Ib = 10,5
Is r 20.4
(lj Db s 56.5»S
Ds = 110-3
(m) B = K 20M
Bjj - 1«2B
Bs = 2c333
In this case we have saved on If the Increase in R is .1 over
both crews and boats over at 3(A) then this case gives the
alternate 2 but we have result this case is the best of
neglected a possible inci'ease the examples, if R Is realistic .-
in R
(j)
(k) lb = 13,5
I3 = 26,2
(1) Db = 65,5 tf S








mode] presented here is capable of performing an analysis of
3 SSBN >pei - tion to determine long r inge personnel requirements and
associated costs for the purpose of comparing various r;ersonnel polici*.
An analysis can be made of the entire system or of a portion of the
3
! r Thus a particular part of the system such as the home port and
advanced base which support a particular operation area can be studied,
taking into consideration only a portion of the crew,
The results of the study of these costs and requirements are in-
fluenced to a considerable degree by the actual value of the personnel
attrition rate. This factor will prove to be the most difficult to de-
termine accurately because it depends in part on the crews * reaction to
the personnel policy* Expressing the results as functions of the attrition
rate will lead to a useful sensitivity analysis,
The model developed in this paper will provide a basis for further
work or. this problem as suggested below in the recommendations,.
2. Recommendations.
Further application of this model will require these steps to be
taken I
(a) Refine the model to take into account the variations
between the groups of personnel which have different
characteristics
,
(b) Refine the model to take into account the various home
port-advanced base -op aration area complexes,
(c) Refine the technique of performing a sensitivity





(d) Program the sensitivity analysis for a digital
computer to handle the computations required by (c) above,
(e) Refine the cost equations to reflect the effect of cost
discounting over time. This step is considered quite
important in view of the lorw time increment (20 years)
used to characterize the life of each of the submarines
and length of the careers of the personnel*
(f) Persual of step (d) leads one to suggest that the various
parameters should be made functions of time to consider
not only cost discounting but other time dependent aspects
such as a transition from one mode of operation to another
„
(g) Finally, it shall be necessary to devise and implement a
data collection plan. This plan will have tvo phase a < The
first will be an investigation of the types of information
available and its location , The second wil!l be a plan to
collect and reduce, to the required format, the necessary
data to perform nn analysis.
Although a considerable amount of work to improve this model has
been indicated, the comparisons produced by the model in its present form
do provide some insight into the implications of the employment of various




The purpose of this Appendix wil] be to varify equations (23) and (24)





-T h ) + rhJ
if rh<a*tc <l
where p = the optimal fraction of the UFKEEFS of a EOAT





Equation (23) of Chapter II state!




then the upkeep should be in the
advanced base
„
then the upkeep should be in the
horn© port.
then the upkeep locations should
be a combination determined by the
procedures of Appendix,




if the upkeep is to take place in
the advanced base
,
if the upkeep is to take place in
the hone port*
if a combination of home port and
advanced base upkeep location is
indicated. See Appendix*
First we shall define a variable * ^g^ which is similar to ts of
equation (9)- This new variable will be a function of a^t^r^r}! and a
variable, p, which reflects the amount of use of the advanced base




LOP = Length of the PATROL
LIC = Length of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE
(Al)
LOTa « Length of the transit to and from the
advanced base,
LGTh = Length of the transit to and from the
hone port,
Suppose over a BOAT DEPLOYMENT, which consists of a number P of
BOAT PATROL CIGLES, there are to be P* UPKEEP periods vhich take ] lace
in an advanced base and (P-P*) UPKEEP periods which take place in tl
home port,. With this notion it will be convenient to take a longer range
lool-- at the time fractions
.
tg = (length of time on station during a BOAT)
I Dli-LpYl^T_ j
(length of the BOAT DEPLOxSt)
(A2)




p = the fraction of UPKEEP periods of a BOAT DEPLOYMENT phase




Free: equation (?), notice that
r£ >tv s the fraction of BOAT PATHOL CYCLE spent on station











the fraction of the I 3YCI£ spent on




(a4) ts ~ p(tb .ra) +• (l-p)(tfrh)
. that p a 1 implies that all UPKEEP is to take
place in an advanced base;
p = . tplies thai- al] UPKEEI Ls to take
place in tbs h-jite
:
.
J < p <. i implies that there be a plan to
use both home port and advanced bases
for UPKEEP,
We now seek to eliminate tfc from our expression for te°
Begii \, . . ' ... tc as a function of a, tv. md j
Let
(A6) tc s the fraction of time of a BOLT DEPLOBffiN.
each deployed crew spendi bmsq from home;
~,
- P(LQP) 4. £* (length of UPKEEP)
P*LP(
(A7)
t- r tt p(LPC-LOP)
(LPG)
» !fe. + pd-tb)
a ~
__________
Finally v;e put tc in the form of equation (3), which is
if p < ]
if p s 1
33

Nov rewrite (A7) f^r tfc as a function of a»tc and p.
The result is
(A3) tt -^ a.te-p if p < 1
1-p
independent of a»t<j if p = 1
Recall the discussion which defined tv in section 1I~4
With this in mind, we write




(A 10) tfc £ tfc
ma:
By combining equations {LI) and (A12) we arrive at the desired for the
value of t £ , which is now written as ts , to indicate that it is a function
of p as well as a»tc»ra, and rft. Thus we have





.[ P (ra-rh ) + rh] ^ < p < 1
We now prepare to determine the optimum value of ts which we will
call t& for each value of a*tc> r^, and r& o
From equations (A7) and (A10) it c&n be shown that




c = 1 implies that ts s tbfljay.<r£ s tg
Equations (A3) and (AS) impose this constraint





Assuming the value of p is independent of cost cons on, we shall
maximize ts over values of p. The procedure will be to Ferentiate b«
and set tho result oqual to zero, then solve for p subject to (A13)* Let
the solution be called p.





a -rn ) t^Mh)2 <( re~rh )e
J
*c ' re -r
h
2(ra-rh;




p « 1 — y 1 - a*tc -ra - rh
ra - *h rTa
•and lot p r for actc £h
ra
We can now write
(A15) p = 1 if a*tc = 1 ;
p = if a.tc ^ rjj ."C Z" "




(A16) ts =( tbn&x ^& if a:tc - 1
a-to'T^ if a-tc * rh
"*
iff




A - The total number of crews in the CAREER CYCLE per deployed boat<
a - The number of deployed crews per deployed boat,
a 9 - The number of pseudo crews ]*gr deployed boat*
B = The boat cost of one boat for Y years ,-
B3 - The boat cost per deployed boat for Y years*
B3 - The boat cost per boat on station for Y years.
Cs - The number of crews in the CAREER CYCLE per boat on station,
cs
- The number of deployed crews per boat on station,
Dv, - The total personnel cost per deployed boat over I years
.
D3 - The total personnel cost per boat on station over Y years
.
Ift - The total number of personnel input pfer deployed boat over Y
years measured in crews.
Is - Trie total number of personnel input per boat on station for Y
years measured in crews
•
K - The initial cost of an FBM submarine.
M - The annual cost of aaint&ining and operating a boat.
N* - The number of boats in the LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE,
Ns - The number of boats in the LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE per
boat on station,
ns - The number of deployed boats per boat on station,
R - The fraction of the personnel in the CAREER CYCLE lost by
attrition each year*
r - The fration of the PATROL spent on station. The on station
factor.
ra - The on station factor for the advanced base.
r^ - The on station factor for the horn© port
S - The annual cost of paying, feeding* transporting and providing
for the general welfare of the crew including the on the job












The amount saved per 3 >ar per craw in the alternate assignment*
The initial training cost of a crew.
The fraction cf the LONG RANGE OPERATIONAL CYCLE spent in the
DEPLOYMENT pha§*«-
The fraction of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE spent on PATROL,
The fraction of the CAREER CYCLE an FBM subnarineer is assignee
to a deployed boat.
The fraction of the CREW PATHOL CYCLE that the crew is away
from home
.
The fraction of the BOAT PATROL CYCLE spent on station.
The number of yearn to be considered for the long range costs
and recuirements
,
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